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Foreword
Smart lighting and automation have opened up
tremendous opportunities in residential architecture
and design. Whether in plain sight or hidden under
drywall, these convenient and relatively inexpensive
intelligent outlets and switches have made their way
into the smart home and stayed there.
This booming business has condensed around
platform-as-a-service operators, who license to
developers the infrastructure needed to manage
remote control and connectivity between hardware
devices and software.
This article – part of a series – aims to shed light on
the security of the world’s best-sellers in the IoT space.
At Bitdefender, our researchers are regularly inspecting
IoT devices and platforms to identify vulnerabilities
and develop new mitigations in the Bitdefender IoT
Security Platform.
This whitepaper outlines several issues in the ITEAD
Sonoff / eWeLink, a platform developed by Chinese
vendor Coolkit.

Vulnerabilities at a
glance
A cloud-based vulnerability allows a remote user to take
over any device by guessing or brute-forcing its unique ID.

Disclosure timeline
•

Oct 10, 2019: Bitdefender reaches out to the vendor
and asks for a PGP key

•

Oct 22, 2019: Bitdefender receives no answer and
attempts a second contact

•

Nov 18, 2019: A third request for contact is made

•

Nov 19, 2019: Vulnerable vendor requests information

•

Nov 20, 2019: Details are shared privately with the
vendor

•

Nov 21, 2019: Vulnerability confirmed, patch
scheduled for next week

•

Dec 04, 2019: A fix becomes available and is delivered
to affected users

•

Nov 24, 2020: Bitdefender releases information to the
public
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Vulnerability walkthrough
Cloud-device communication
eWeLink is a platform-as-a-service that provides developers the infrastructure needed to manage remote control/
connection between their devices and the users. To handle connected devices, they are given a unique ID on the
platform. We presume that individual developers set their own pattern for the unique ID.
When the user registers a new device with their account, the smartphone app will make an API request containing,
among other parameters, the unique device ID. The server checks if the “authorization” token obtained at login is valid
and processes the request. However, it will not check if the device is already registered to another account. Instead, it
will get assigned to the new account, and the original user will lose control. Therefore, we can simply make the request
as a valid user, specifying a known device ID, and the servers will give us control over that device.

Note: the other parameters in the request are hardcoded or depend on the smartphone’s variables (e.g. IMEI, model).

Impact
After gaining control of the device, we can access any functionality it has to offer. One

interesting part (regarding the devices we verified) is their update process. Those devices don’t check for new firmware
updates on their own. Instead, the smartphone app queries the servers for new updates, gets the update details
(version, checksum, download URL), and sends those details to the device. This means we control every aspect of
the update process, giving us the chance to send malicious updates, served from a server we control (through the

download URL parameter).

Affected devices
The eWeLink platform is used by multiple manufacturers, as listed in the screenshots from

their App Store and Google Play Store pages.
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Even though some notable brands are on the list, we were unable to source any of their devices for additional testing.
In fact, Sonoff, which is also highlighted, is the only brand available. We believe other implementations are popular in
China, while Sonoff covers the western markets.
Sonoff devices developed by ITEAD use a five-byte value for their unique ID. Out of those five bytes, the first two are
used to define the device type, while the last three represent a random number. Those devices are simple, low-power,
internet-connected relays, such as smart outlets, bulb holders, and wall switches. We tested several devices in each
category, and all were using the same unique ID pattern, which makes them easier to brute-force.
Beside the ITEAD devices, we discovered another category of affected devices. CoolKit also develops a smartphone
app, eWeLink Camera, which “turns old Android phones into a smart IP camera.” These use the same ID format

and are also subject to this bug. However, an attacker can only view the AV feed and has no way to send a
malicious update.

Market impact
According to the Google Play Store (App Store does not offer this information), the eWeLink Camera has “10,000+”
installs. This means the number of installs is between 10,000 and 50,000. This app is installed only on the old Android
phones, meaning that one install equals one phone turned into an “IP camera” and vulnerable to this bug.
Regarding the eWeLink app used to control the devices, the Google Play Store shows that it was downloaded
“1,000,000+” times. This means the actual number can be anywhere between 1 million and 5 million downloads. The
app website says it has 12 million registered users, with 5 million active users and 8 million devices added.
As the app seems to cover multiple devices from various manufacturers, we are unable to estimate the exact number
of devices affected. However, as Sonoff devices are the only popular ones on the Western market and Google Play
Store isn’t available on the Chinese market, the 1,000,000+ installs seem like a good indicator.
Note: the devices on the Chinese market may also be affected, but we couldn’t confirm it.
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